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What happens when Tails opens up a school? Here's the answer. This has a teeny tiny bit of language
,or as I like to call it, almost swearing.
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*school's hallway*

Sonic: Hey KNUX!!! Wait up!!

Knuckles: Huh? Can you beleive this? He's starting a school and he's only 12! Sonic, he's your best
friend! Knock some sense into him!

Sonic: Shouldn't you do that? I mean you've got the fighting skills and all.

Knuckles: O_O Okay...Not literally!

Sonic: Ohh....Hehe...Well he IS the smartest out of all of us, ya know.

Knuckles: You got a point there.

*later in the classroom*

Tails: Good morning class. I'm your teacher as you know. You already know the rules and dress code.
Let's begin. Does anyone know about algebra? Anyone?

*everybody raises their hands*

Tails: Okay. You might know this one. What is 2 times 7 squared divided by 5 plus -9 times 36 divided
by 78 equal?

Rouge: O_O....

Knuckles: O_O...

Sonic: O_O.....

Amy: O_O.....

Cream: O_O....

Shadow: O_O....

Tails: Okay..... Let's skip that....

*2 hours of not learning anything and boredom later*

Tails: LUNCH!!!



Everybody:YAAAAA!!!! *Stampedes out of the room, trampling Tails*

Amy: Sonic!! Wanna sit together?

Sonic: Ummm...sure!

Amy: *As she sits down* Don't you think Tails is TOO smart for us? I mean that math problem he gave
us earlier really messed up my thinking.

Sonic: O_O

Amy: Sonic? Hello?

Sonic: Just kidding.

Amy: Oh, come on. Be serious!

Sonic: I don't know...

*Over on the other side of the cafeteria*

Rouge: This is lame. I don't want to be caught going to school! I'm 17! I'm too old for this!

Shadow: *looking out the window not paying any attention* Say wha? I wasn't listening. Did you say
something?

Rouge: ARRRGGHHHH!!! Yeah ,as a matter of fact, I did. If you weren't listening, what kind of "ultimate
lifeform" are you?

Shadow: O_O A hot one. ^__^

Rouge: I'm surrounded by mindless idiots! And they're just pissin' me off!

*back in class*

Tails: Okay. Today in science you will be learning and memorizing 5 parts of the table of contents! Just
kidding. The Table of Science!

Rouge: Oh my God!

Knuckles: Holy sh-

Tails: Knux! No swearing! Omega!

Omega: Bad language! Must stop! *grabs desk and holds it up above his head*



Knux: -itaki mushrooms! (I got that from the movie Spy Kids)

*a few more boring hours later*

Tails: SCHOOL'S OUT!

Sonic: Hey Tails. I need to ta-

Tails: yeah I know. You guys knocked some sense into me. I've got the bump to prove it!

Sonic: Really? Where?

Tails: Not literally.
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